Compared with radio telecommunications, signal processing in underwater acoustics is more challenging because of lower bandwidth, high clutter, random channel characteris-further classified as an unknown enemy target or one of the tics, and significant distortions due to Doppler shifts and other known friendly targets. No prior information is assumed to be spreading effects. In addition, the low speed of sound causes known about the enemy target, i.e., it is assumed passive with multipath propagation to stretch over time delay intervals of an unknown signature. Our classification algorithms use the tens of milliseconds, which further affects the performance principle of TR, where an antenna array illuminates the acousof the signal processing algorithms. By using the equivalent tic medium with a broadband probing signal. HXi:
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Pr (GiTHi) H7FQ (2) For the TR classifier, we stack the conjugate of the for-To model the effect of multipaths, we use the analytical wardobservations(Eq.(4))withtheTRobservations(Eq (5)) model [5] that is based on the geometric optics approximain (2QM x 1) vector R( as follows tion with strong total internal reflections from the boundaries of the medium. The analytical multipath model is shown in R;~ [ FGi] (1I8) Fig. 1 Fig. 2(b (270, -150) quency, which equals 3MHz. The probing pulse is transmit-11 (220, 210), (220, -190) (270, 230) , (270, -170) ted into the medium according to the wave equation The m multipath propagation of the probing pulse F(wOq) 40A. To quantify the effect of multipaths on time reversal, from the transceiver to the target is modeled by m direct the setup introduced in Section 3 is used. In our simulations, propagations, one from the real transceiver and the remaining we implement 3-ary TR and conventional classifiers with 5, (m -1) from the (m -1) virtual transceivers whose loca-7, 11, and 21 multipaths. The 3-ary detection problem corretions are specified in the second column of Table 1 to a single sponds to determining if a target is present and further diftarget.
ferentiating the identity of the target as friendly or enemy
The above procedure can also be used to model multi-target. The locations of the scatterers (unwanted elements) paths for the backscattered signal reflected from the target to are randomized during the simulations when the receiver opthe transceiver. The m multipath propagation of the reflected erating characteristics are derived. In our experiments, we signal from the target to the transceiver is again modeled by m use a single transceiver as a transmitting/receiving antenna so direct propagations, one from the real target and the remain-that the TR gain is attributed only to the multipaths, the facing (m -1) components from the (m -1) virtual targets.
tor that we want to highlight in this paper. The locations of For the real target located at (270, 10)A, the locations of the real and virtual transceivers and targets are specified in Tavirtual targets used to model backscatter signal reflected from ble 1. We use the Neyman Pearson test with the likelihood the target to the transceiver for different values of m are listed functions specified in Theorem 1 for the conventional classiin the third column of 555-566, 1992. Eq. (22).
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